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Abstract

The folding of disulfide bond containing proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is a complex process
that requires protein folding factors, some of which are protein-specific. The ER resident saposin-like pro-
tein pERp1 (MZB1, CNPY5) is crucial for the correct folding of IgA, IgM and integrins. pERp1 also plays a
role in ER calcium homeostasis and plasma cell mobility. As an important factor for proper IgM maturation
and hence immune function, pERp1 is upregulated in many auto-immune diseases. This makes it a poten-
tial therapeutic target. pERp1 belongs to the CNPY family of ER resident saposin-like proteins. To date,
five of these proteins have been identified. All are implicated in protein folding and all contain a saposin-
like domain. All previously structurally characterized saposins are involved in lipid binding. However, there
are no reports of CNPY family members interacting with lipids, suggesting a novel function for the saposin
fold. However, the molecular mechanisms of their function remain elusive. To date, no structure of any
CNPY protein has been reported. Here, we present the high-resolution (1.4�A) crystal structure of human
pERp1 and confirm that it has a saposin-fold with unique structural elements not present in other saposin-
fold structures. The implications for the role of CNPY proteins in protein folding in the ER are discussed.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://crea-

tivecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

The secretion of IgM antibodies from plasma cells
as an initial immune response of vertebrates is a
crucial early defense mechanism against microbial
and viral infections. The production of antibodies
is a complex process, and as the largest antibody,
IgM requires specific folding factors in the ER that
ensure its proper maturation and secretion.1 During
plasma cell differentiation, the 18 kDa ER resident
protein pERp1, also known as CNPY5 and MZB1,
is highly upregulated to become one of the most
abundant proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER).2 Functional analysis has revealed that pERp1
r(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd.This is an open ac
plays a major role in the folding process of both IgM
and IgA, but that it does not interact with IgG.3–5 In
knockout studies pERp1 was also found to be
involved in ER calcium homeostasis and in
integrin-maturation in MZ B cells and T cells.6,7

As pERp1 is crucial for proper immune response
function, knowledge about its molecular function
has implications in the medical field and may
contribute to therapeutic and diagnostic
developments. One study reported that pERp1 is
specifically targeted by Kaposi’s Sarcoma-
Associated Herpesvirus, likely to impair host
immune function by inhibiting IgM maturation.8 In
gastric cancer cell lines and hepatocellular carci-
cess article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
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noma, pERp1 was identified as tumor suppres-
sor.9,10 pERp1 is tightly linked to clinical features
of lung adenocarcinoma11 and downregulation of
pERp1 by a microRNA suppresses non-small cell
lung cancer cell proliferation.12 Several studies
have reported upregulation of pERp1 in patients of
chronic auto-immune diseases such as chronic
periodontitis,13,14 systemic lupus erythematosus15

and juvenile idiopathic arthritis-associated uveitis.16

Due to its involvement in various chronic diseases
and cancer, pERp1 was implied as being a prog-
nostic9,17,18 or diagnostic.19 marker and a potential
therapeutic target.
Sequence analysis of pERp1 revealed that it

belongs to the superfamily of saposin-like proteins
(SAPLIP). All SAPLIP are thought to contain the
conserved fold found in saposin proteins,
comprising four alpha helices and three conserved
intramolecular disulfide bonds.20 In some family
members the third alpha helix may be kinked or split
into two smaller helices. SAPLIP have only been
found in eukaryotic cells, they usually interact with
lipids and have a variety of functions, for example
lipid metabolism, surfactant stabilization and antimi-
crobial activity.21,22 Recently, a new group of
SAPLIP has been described, the Canopy (CNPY)
family. The CNPY family in humans comprises
pERp1 as well as CNPY2, 3 and 4. They are all
ER-resident and are involved in variety of ER pro-
cesses including protein maturation.1,23 Sequence
conservation within the CNPY family is low, but
each contains the SAPLIP domain and conserved
cysteines, but with insertions and/or extensions
(Figure 1). Despite the homology to saposin, there
is no evidence that they interact with lipids. This
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the human CNPY fa
of predicted (CNPY family) or known (saposin C; PDB ID: 2G
along with the six conserved cysteines (yellow) that form t
family contains both N- and C-terminal extensions as well a

2

raises the question - what is the function of the
SAPLIP domain in these proteins?
While several cell-based works demonstrate the

physiological function of pERp1 and its
significance in the humoral immune response, the
exact molecular mechanisms of action remain
elusive. Furthermore, there is no structural
information for any CNPY family member. Here
we report the high-resolution crystal structure of
human pERp1 at 1.4�A and confirm that it
possesses a saposin-fold with unique sequence
extensions not present in saposin proteins
structurally characterized to date. In vitro
characterization of pERp1 suggests it is not a
generic molecular chaperone and that it does not
directly interact with the C-terminal extension
found in IgA as previously suggested.5 The poten-
tial role of pERp1 and other CNPY family members
in protein folding in the ER is discussed.
Results

Crystal structure of human pERp1

pERp1 has been shown to play a role in IgA, IgM
and integrin maturation, but its exact role in these
processes is unclear, with suggestions that it may
play a redox role in native disulfide bond formation
or act as a chaperone or co-chaperone.2–6 These
suggested roles are potentially at odds with its pre-
dicted structure, as other proteins with a saposin
fold have roles in lipid metabolism. To provide a
structural basis for the function of pERp1 as a pro-
tein folding factor, we determined the crystal struc-
ture of the protein to 1.4�A resolution.
mily and their relationship with saposin C. The positions
TG,29) alpha helices (red), beta-strands (blue) are shown
hree structural disulfide bonds in saposins. The CNPY
s insertions in the saposin fold.
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Crystals of pERp1 belonged to the space group
P212121 and two chains of pERp1 were in the
asymmetric unit. While generally the electron
density was of high quality (Figure S1), several
loop regions were disordered and showed poor
electron density. However, except for the flexible
N- and C-terminal regions, all residues could be
built into the model for chain A (residues Glu37-
Ser179). For chain B, the electron density for
residues Glu120-Glu123 were completely missing
and this region was left unmodelled. The end of
the C-terminal helix of chain A (Gly172-Gln175)
was built in two conformations. Data collection
and refinement statistics can be found in Table 1.
The two chains in the asymmetric unit were highly
similar, excluding loop Leu71-Glu81 (Figure S2),
with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) for Ca
of 1.1�A (127 Ca atoms).
Consistent with predictions, the a-helical saposin

fold is present, with a break in helix 3 to form five
distinct a-helices (Figure 2). The saposin fold of
pERp1 includes the three canonical conserved
disulfide bonds, two linking helices 1 and 5 and
one linking helices 2 and 3. All three disulfide
bonds are buried (Figure S3). Two inserts are
found in the saposin fold, an 11 amino acid loop
between helix 1 and helix 2 and a 37 amino acid
Table 1 Data collection and refinement statistics.

Human pERp1

(PDB ID: 7AAH)

Data collection

Space group P212121
Cell dimensions

a, b, c (�A) 63.7, 63.9, 71.9

a, b, c (�) 90, 90, 90

Resolution (�A) 47.8–1.40 (1.45–1.40)

Rmerge 0.065 (1.43)

Mean I/rI 12.9 (0.67)

Completeness (%) 99.1 (92.0)

Redundancy 6.2 (4.2)

CC1/2 (%) 99.9 (36.4)

Wilson B-factor (�A2) 21.0

Refinement

Resolution (�A) 47.8–1.4

No. reflections 57,954

Rwork/Rfree 14.7/18.6

No. atoms

Protein 2351

Ligand/ion 13

Water 314

B-factors

Protein 28.7

Ligand/ion 42.9

Water 43.8

R.m.s. deviations

Bond lengths (�A) 0.008

Bond angles (�) 0.96

Values in parentheses are for highest-resolution shell.

3

insertion between helix 2 and helix 3, which
contains a three stranded b-sheet.
The two chains in the asymmetric unit form an

inter-molecular antiparallel b-sheet involving
Ser127 to Gly132 from chain A and Ser125 to
Thr131 from chain B (Figure 2(c)). The interface
area is 1023�A2, corresponding to about 11% of
the total area. There are no salt bridges at this
interface. While the inter-molecular b-sheet
contains a high number of hydrophobic residues,
only Met129 in each b-strand is buried, while the
side chains of Ile126, Val128 and Val130 are
solvent exposed (Figure S4).
In addition to dimers found in the asymmetric unit,

a second dimerization site was found in the crystal
lattice involving helices 2 and 3 as well as the N-
terminus (Figure 2(d)). Here the interface area
was calculated to be 827�A2. PISA analysis
showed 13 salt bridges at the interface, with a
negatively charged patch (helices 2 and 3)
interacting symmetrically with a positively charged
patch (helix 3 and N-terminus) on the other chain.
Either of these interfaces may represent a

biologically relevant dimerization interface.
However, it should be noted that both size-
exclusion chromatography and static light
scattering indicated that the pERp1 used for
crystallization is a monomer in solution
(Figure S5). In addition, the dimerization interfaces
found here are different from those reported in
dimers formed by other saposins or SAPLIP.24–27

Furthermore, most of the residues involved in either
dimerization site are not conserved in the mam-
malian pERp1 family (see below). Together this
suggests that homo-dimer formation might not be
relevant for the biological activity of pERp1.
Structural comparison with other saposin-like
proteins

To date it has been assumed, based on
secondary structure prediction and the conserved
Cys found in disulfide bonds, that pERp1 together
with other CNPY family members have a saposin
fold: Sequence alignments of pERp1 with human
saposins show low sequence identity, apart from
the six highly conserved disulfide-forming Cys.
While the saposin domain is typically only about
80 amino acids in length, pERp1 is approximately
twice as long. Despite this, a DALI search28 for
structural homologues of pERp1 showed the high-
est hits were saposins or SAPLIP. The highest hits
for both the A and B-chains of pERp1 were human
Saposin C (PDB ID: 2GTG29) with a Z-score of 6.6
and RMSD of 2.3�A for 75 residues for the B-chain.
Thousands of hits with lower structural similarity
include a wide range of proteins containing four
helices, including the HSP70 family member BiP
(Z-score 3.8, RMSD 3.4�A for 74 amino acids).
However, only saposins and SAPLIP also showed
conservation of the three disulfide bonds between



Figure 2. Structure of human pERp1 (a) Schematic representation of secondary structure elements and disulfide
bonds in the pERp1 structure. (b) Ribbon diagram of pERp1. (c) Crystallographic dimer 1. The buried surface area is
1023�A2, with the interface being mixed hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions. (d) Crystallographic dimer 2.
The buried surface area is 827�A2, with the interface being primarily electrostatic interactions.
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helices. No DALI hits were found for the 37 amino
acid b-sheet insert.
Structural alignment of pERp1 and human

saposin C reveals that the saposin fold
boundaries are almost identical between the two
proteins (Figure 3). The additional residues of
pERp1 not found in the saposin fold originate from
extensions at the N- (23 residues) and C-terminus
(11 residues), an 11 amino acid loop in between
helices 1 and 2 and the 37 amino acid b-sheet
insertion between helices 2 and 3. The N- and C-
terminal extensions, as well as the b-sheet insert,
lie juxtaposed in the crystal structure, while the
loop between helices 1 and 2 lies at the opposite
end of the protein.
Saposins undergo significant conformational

change related to their function, transitioning
between “closed” and “open” states (Figure 4(a)).
Since pERp1 contains a SAPLIP domain, it is
possible that it undergoes a similar dynamic
exchange linked to function. The pERp1 structure
4

presented here is equivalent to the “closed”
structure of saposin C. For the same opening of
the structure to occur, helices 2, 3 and 4 as well
as the b-sheet insertion would need to rearrange.
However, in pERp1 there is hydrophobic packing
of the loop extension against helix one and three
(Figure 4(b)), which is not present in other saposin
or SAPLIP structures lacking the b-sheet insertion.
This suggests that pERp1 is unlikely to form a
similar “open” state as saposin C.
Bioinformatics analysis of pERp1 from
different species

To date, the experimental work reported for
pERp1 has been of human and mouse origin, with
the proteins showing 71.4% identity. However,
pERp1 is widely expressed in multicellular
eukaryotes. Since conserved residues are often
involved in the function, we undertook structure-
based conservation analysis to determine



Figure 3. Structural comparisons of pERp1 and saposin C. (a) Structure-based sequence alignment of pERp1 and
saposin C (SapC). (b) Overlay of structures of pERp1 (blue) and saposin C (red, PDB ID: 2GTG;29).
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residues which may be important for pERp1
function. A data set of 167 pERp1 sequences
from different organisms were aligned using
Clustal Omega and 18 amino acids were found to
be fully conserved (Figure 5(a)). These included
11 amino acids with probable structural function
(Cys involved in disulfide bonds, Gly and Pro).
The remaining 7 amino acids were scattered.
Leu82, Arg138 and Tyr156 are buried and appear
to be connected with maintaining the structure of
the protein, with the side chains of both Arg138
and Tyr156 forming part of a local hydrogen
bonding network. Similarly, Asp51 and Trp135
appear to maintain structure, in this case
connecting the b-sheet insertion to the saposin
fold. In contrast, Glu84 and Glu152 have surface
exposed side chains and form part of a negatively
charged patch on the surface of pERp1 involved
in dimerization in the crystal lattice. Despite the
observed protein interaction, such a patch cannot
be easily linked with the function of pERp1 as a
protein folding factor.
5

Since parallel divergent evolution of partner/
interacting proteins may have occurred, a data set
of mammalian pERp1 sequences was examined.
36 amino acids were fully conserved in this set,
and these were mapped back onto the primary
(Figure 5(a)) and tertiary (Figure 5(b)) structure of
human pERp1. Similarly, to the broader data set,
the majority of conserved residues were not
surface exposed and appeared to be structural in
nature, either within the saposin fold or linking the
b-sheet insertion to the saposin fold, e.g. Tyr102
and Gly115-Leu118. The other striking spatial
conservation was at the interface between the N-
terminus of the protein and the b-sheet insertion.
Glu37 and Glu38 from the N-terminal extension,
His47 from the start of the first a-helix of the
saposin fold as well as Glu106 from the b-sheet
insertion form a conserved surface exposed patch
in the structure (Figure 5(b)). It is possible that this
patch might be extended by Ala29, Ala31 and
Asp35 which are also conserved, but not visible in
the structure. If such a surface exposed cluster



Figure 4. Conformational change in saposins linked to lipid binding is unlikely in pERp1. (a) Saposin C in the closed
conformation (PDB ID: 2GTG29) and in the open conformation (PDB ID: 2Z9A25) as formed in the dimeric state. The
movement of helix 2 and 3 required for interconversion is indicated by the dashed line. (b) The pERp1 structure is
equivalent to the closed saposin C. For the same opening of the structure to occur three helices and the loop
extension (green) would need to rearrange in similar manner. (c) Close-up of the framed part in (b) showing the
hydrophobic packing of the loop extension (green) against N-terminus and helix 1 (blue) and helix 3 (yellow). This
hydrophobic packing is not present in other saposin structures which lack the extended loop motif.
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exists, it is predominantly hydrophilic in nature,
including three or four acidic residues out of five or
eight residues.
pERp1 forms part of the CNPY family of proteins.

All four human family members contain a putative
saposin fold flanked by N- and C-terminal
extensions (Figure 1). The C-terminal extensions
for CNPY3 and CNPY4 are both long and highly
charged. Conservation between mouse and
human homologues was lower for mature pERp1
(71.4%), than CNPY2 (97.5%), CNPY3 (90.3%) or
CNPY4 (83.9%). Furthermore, examination of the
CNPY family in mammals reveals that the
sequence conservation of pERp1 is significantly
less than that of other family members, especially
in the saposin fold and b-sheet insert (Table 2).
Functional studies on pERp1

Neither the high-resolution structure of human
pERp1, nor structure-based conservation studies
provided any direct suggestions for how pERp1 –
6

and by extension other CNPY proteins – may
function as protein folding factors. In addition, the
structure suggests that previous mutations which
inhibit in vivo function2 may directly disrupt struc-
ture. In order to examine the potential molecular
mechanisms of pERp1, we hypothesized that we
would first need to test its function in protein folding.
Initial reports on pERp1 suggested that due to the

presence of a CXXC motif, often found in protein
disulfide isomerase family members,30 pERp1
may play a direct role in catalyzing redox reactions
in native disulfide bond formation.3 Our structure
indicates that most likely this is not the case, and,
instead, the six cysteines in the protein form three
buried structural disulfide bonds found in the sapo-
sin fold (Figure S2). Since proteins may be dynamic
in structure we also checked to see if any of the
disulfides were redox active. None of the disulfides
changed redox state upon incubation with glu-
tathione (Figures S6 & S7). Together these results
suggest that pERp1 is not directly involved in cat-
alyzing thiol disulfide exchange.



Figure 5. Conservation of sequence of pERp1. (a) Conservation of sequence in pERp1 in a data set from all
eukaryotes and from mammals. (b) Conservation of sequence from mammals mapped onto the tertiary structure. (c)
Close-up views of the framed parts in (b) showing conserved surface exposed residues. (d) Close-up view of
conserved residues involved in packing of the beta-sheet insert against the SAPLIP scaffold. Residues in green are
conserved in eukaryotes, residues in yellow are conserved in mammals.

Table 2 Sequence conservation in mammalian data sets.

Overall Saposin N-term. extension b-sheet insert C-term. extension

pERP1 21.6% 22.1% 26.1% 21.1% 9.1%

CNPY2 56.2% 71.7% 0% 35.7% 0%

CNPY3 57.3% 71.8% 0% 95.7% 21.1%

CNPY4 39.2% 48.3% 0% 65.2% 3.9%
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Other reports suggested that pERp1 and other
CNPY family members might be molecular
chaperones.2,3 To test the potential chaperone
activity of pERp1, we used a widely used classical
assay based on inhibiting the aggregation of ther-
mally denatured citrate synthase.31 In the absence
of chaperones, citrate synthase at 43 �C denatures
and rapidly forms aggregates resulting in light scat-
7

tering (Figure 6(a)). The addition of the redox-
inactive protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) family
member ERp27 or the HSP70 family member BiP
prevents this aggregation. In contrast, the addition
of 10x molar excess of pERp1 had no effect on
the rate of citrate synthase aggregation (Figure 6
(a)), implying that it is not a generic molecular chap-
erone. Since this assay is undertaken at 43 �C, we



Figure 6. Functional studies of pERp1. (a) pERp1 lacks a generic molecular chaperone function as it is unable to
prevent the aggregation of citate synthase (CS), while the HSP70 family member BiP and the PDI-family member
ERp27 can. CS only (D), CS + pERp1 (j), CS + BiP/ATP (h), CS + ERp27 (▲). (b) Sequence conservation in the C-
terminal extension of IgA and IgM in mammals. Residues identical for IgM and IgA are shown in bold. Positions of
predicted beta-strands are indicated as arrows. (c) pERp1 shows no interaction with either the folded terminal Ig-
domain of human IgA1 or with the same domain with the C-terminal extension involved in IgA oligomerization.
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confirmed that this lack of activity was not due to
thermal denaturation of pERp1 at this temperature
(Figure S8).
pERp1 has been reported to be involved in the

folding/maturation of only a relatively small number
of proteins and hence it may have a high degree of
specificity for substrates. IgM2,3 and IgA5 were
among the first proteins reported to be helped by
pERp1. In addition to the Ig-domains found in all anti-
bodies, IgA and IgM have a short C-terminal exten-
sion, predicted to include a potential b-strand.
Since this region of IgA and IgM shows conservation
8

between the two and between species (Figure 6(b)),
one possibility is that pERp1 interacts with this exten-
sion, potentially via forming an intermolecular b-
sheet with the b-sheet insert of pERp1. This would
correlate with in vivo observations that this region
in IgA is directly involved in the interaction with
pERp1.5 To test this hypothesis, the C-terminal Ig
domain of human IgA was prepared with and without
the b-strand containing C-terminal extension. Both
forms were then tested for interaction with human
pERp1 by biolayer interferometry. pERp1 showed
no affinity for either form (Figure 6(c)).
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Discussion

The structure of pERp1 presented here, combined
with secondary structure prediction of other family
members,23 suggests that the CNPY family com-
prises of a saposin fold, which provides stability
and structure, and large, flexible, N- and C-terminal
extensions that are juxtaposed to a b-sheet insertion
in the saposin fold. Excluding the equivalent of the
three strands which form the b-sheet insertion, these
regions are predicted to have minimal regular sec-
ondary structure and have high charge density, with
up to 45% of the amino acids in these regions being
charged. The extreme example of this is a 42 amino
acid stretch of the C-terminal extension of human
CNPY3 which contains 43% charged residues and
a similar amount of Gly/Pro/Ser. While charge
propensity is conserved within extensions, sequence
conservation is poor (Table 2).
Sequence conservation gives few clues as to

which regions of the protein are functional. The
sequence of pERp1 is poorly conserved even
among mammals, with only 21.6% overall
conservation (Table 2). In contrast, the SAPLIP
domain and b-sheet insert are more conserved
among other CNPY family members. It is known
that genes related to immune function have a
higher selective pressure throughout evolution32

and the poor conservation of pERp1 may reflect
this.
While there is broad agreement that pERp1 is

involved in protein folding in some way, its precise
function is disputed. The structure and functional
studies presented here do not resolve the issue of
the function of pERp1 or other CNPY family
members, but they do suggest that some of the
suggested functions are less likely to be correct.
Based initially on it possessing a CXXC sequence
motif, it was suggested that pERp1 may have
redox active cysteines, but the structure here
implies that all cysteines in the protein form buried
structural disulfide bonds (Figure S3) and we see
no evidence of a redox active disulfide (Figure S6
& S7). Similarly, the data presented here suggest
pERp1 is not a generalist molecular chaperone
(Figure 6(a)) nor does it interact directly with the
b-strand in the C-terminal extension of IgA
(Figure 6(c)). While it is possible that pERp1
interacts only with the Cys near the extreme C-
terminus of IgA and IgM that we were unable to
include in our constructs, it is difficult to reconcile
cysteine-specificity with the apparent lack of a
surface exposed or redox active disulfide and/or
the lack of an apparent binding pocket in the
structure. How can our data then be reconciled
with the in vivo data that it does assist protein
folding2,3 and that an interaction between pERp1
and IgA is mediated by a cysteine residue in the
C-terminal extension of IgA5?
One possibility can be found by examining the

function of MANF (also known as ARMET). This
9

protein has negligible sequence conservation with
pERp1, but it too is an ER-resident protein
containing a SAPLIP domain (Figure 7(a)) and is
involved in protein folding.33,34 Recently, the mech-
anism of action of MANF was determined. It was
shown that MANF functions as a modulator of the
action of the HSP70 family member BiP34 and that
it does so via its SAF-A/B, Acinus, and PIAS
(SAP) domain with no interactions involving the
SAPLIP domain (Figure 7(b)). The N-terminal
SAPLIP domain of MANF is structurally similar to
the SAPLIP domain of pERp1 (Figure 7(c); Z score
2.6, RMSD 3.1�A over 68 residues). Like pERp1,
conservation of the surface exposed residues of
the SAPLIP domain of MANF is poor (Figure 7
(d)). It is then tempting to speculate that the CNPY
family should be grouped together with MANF as
regulators of protein foldingwhich contain a SAPLIP
domain whose function is to act as a stable struc-
ture on which to add small, often poorly structured
stretches of amino acids. These extensions regu-
late the action of folding factors, such as molecular
chaperones or protein folding catalysts. Under such
a scenario, pERp1 would not interact directly with,
for example, IgA, rather it would interact with an
unidentified protein which interacts with IgA via a
redox dependent mechanism.
If MANF should form a functional superfamily with

the CNPY family, are there other proteins which
should be added too? InterPro35 lists the SAPLIP
domain in the CNPY family as DUF3456. Two other
ER-resident human proteins also contain
DUF3456, CRELD1 and CRELD2. Both proteins
are linked to protein folding in the ER and both have
been assigned a PDI-like role in disulfide bond for-
mation based on containing a CXXC motif,36,37 as
pERp1 was.3 These motifs and their contextualiza-
tion in the sequence do not look like that found in
PDI (WCGHC30) and the motif is in a region which
is not predicted to have a thioredoxin fold, some-
thing all PDI-family members have. Instead, the
CXXC motif is located in the DUF3456 region, i.e.
the SAPLIP domain in CNPY family members, with
cysteines in analogous positions forming structural
disulfides in the pERp1 structure. The identity in
the SAPLIP domain between CNPY2 and CRELD1
(27%) and CRELD2 (25%) is higher than that
between the SAPLIP domains in CNPY2 and
pERp1 (22%) and all six cysteines that form struc-
tural disulfides are conserved (Figure 7(e)).
Together, this suggests that CRELD1 and CRELD2
both contain a SAPLIP domain, and that the cys-
teines in this domain form structural disulfides.
The formation of mixed disulfides observed in vivo
upon mutation of one cysteine36,37 may result from
the unpaired cysteine and the missing structural
disulfide bond rather than a PDI-like activity.
In conclusion, the high-resolution crystal structure

of pERp1 presented here will aid in the investigation
of the molecular mechanism of pERp1 and of other
CNPY family members.



Figure 7. Comparison of CNPY family members with MANF and CRELD1. (a) Schematic representation of pERp1
in comparison to MANF and CRELD1. (b) Ribbon diagram of the interaction of MANF with the HSP70 family member
BiP (PDB ID: 6HA734). The SAP domain of MANF is responsible for binding to BiP, while interactions of BiP and the
SAPLIP domain of MANF are likely only caused by crystal packing.34 (c) Overlay of the structure of pERp1 (blue) with
the SAPLIP domain of MANF (orange, PDB ID: 2 W5133). (d) Conservation of sequence of mammalian MANF family
members mapped onto the tertiary structure. (e) Sequence alignment of the SALIP/DUF3456 domain of human
CNPY2 and CRELD1.
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Materials and Methods

Cloning

Codon optimized genes for mature human pERp1
(Asp23-Leu189), IgA1 heavy chain C-terminal
domain (Gly223-Tyr353), and immunoglobulin J
chain (Gln23-Asp159) were synthesized
(Genscript). The pERp1 (Asp23-Leu189) gene
was inserted into a modified pET23-based vector
using NdeI/XhoI restriction site incorporating an N-
terminal His tag and a TEV protease cleavage site
(MHHHHHHSSGGGTENLYFQGHM-). Initial
expression tests revealed that the purified protein
was a mix of correct length and a degradation
product in which the C-terminal REEL retention
motif had been cleaved off. To ensure a more
homogenous protein sample for crystallization, a
fragment omitting the C-terminal REEL (Asp23-
Thr185) was created by PCR and cloned NdeI/
XhoI into the same vector. The IgA1 (Gly223-
Tyr353) gene was cloned using NdeI/BamHI into a
modified pET23 vector which incorporates an N-
10
terminal His tag.38 This construct could be made
in low yields but was prone to aggregation. Two
variants, Gly223-Lys335 and Gly223-Thr351, were
created by PCR, which were subcloned into the
same vector by NdeI/BamHI.
Construction of the CyDisCo plasmid pMJS205

coexpressing codon optimized mature yeast
Erv1p and human PDI has been described.39

All plasmids were sequenced to confirm the
correct insertion of genes.

Expression and purification

pERp1 (Asp23-Thr185) with a cleavable N-
terminal His-tag was coexpressed with CyDisCo
components (yeast Erv1p and human PDI) from
pMJS205 in BL21(DE3). The strain was first
grown overnight at 37 �C on an LB agar plate
supplemented with 100 lg/mL ampicillin and
35 lg/mL chloramphenicol and then overnight at
37 �C/200 rpm in LB medium with appropriate
antibiotics. The preculture was inoculated at 1:100
ratio into defined autoinduction medium with
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appropriate antibiotics in a 2.5 L Ultra Yield flask,
protein production was induced by IPTG, and cells
were harvested as described.40 The cells were
lysed by sonication in lysis buffer (50 mM sodium
phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, pH
7.4), the lysate was cleared by centrifugation
(16000g, 4 �C, 30 min), and the cleared lysate
was mixed for 30 min a +4 �C with HisPur Cobalt
Agarose resin (Thermo Scientific) equilibrated with
lysis buffer. The resin with bound protein of interest
was collected and let settle down in a gravity flow
column, followed by washing with 20 column vol-
ume (CV) of lysis buffer and 20 CV of wash buffer
(50 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, 15 mM
imidazole, pH 7.4), and elution with 50 mM sodium
phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole, pH
7.4. The purified proteins were concentrated using
an Amicon centrifugal filter unit (Millipore), and the
buffer was exchanged by dialysis to 20 mM sodium
phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 overnight at +4 �C
in the presence of His-tagged TEV protease.
Cleaved pERp1 was separated from the His-
tagged products by mixing the protein solution with
HisPur resin as described above, collecting the
flowthrough and washing the resin with 5 CV of dial-
ysis buffer. The flowthrough and the wash fraction
were pooled, diluted with Buffer A (20 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.4), and the protein were bound to
a 6 mL Resource Q anion exchanger (GE Health-
care). A linear gradient from Buffer A to Buffer A
plus 0.6 M NaCl was used to elute the protein from
the column. The fractions from the anion exchange
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, the purest fractions
were pooled, buffer exchanged to 20 mM sodium
citrate, 50 mM NaCl, pH 5.0 and concentrated to
34 mg/mL using a combination of PD-10 columns
and Amicon centrifugal filter units. The concen-
trated protein was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at �70 �C.
The His-tagged IgA variants Gly223-Lys335 and

Gly223-Thr351 were produced with pMJS205 in a
Biostat B system as described41 except the temper-
ature was kept constant at 30 �C. They were puri-
fied essentially as pERp1 except the IMAC elution
buffer was 20 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 200 mM imidazole;
dialysis and TEV protease treatment was omitted;
Buffer A for anion exchange was 20 mM Tris, pH
8.5; and size-exclusion chromatography followed
anion exchange in 20 mM sodium phosphate,
150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4.
ERp27 was produced and purified as described

earlier.42 BiP was expressed and purified as per
ERp27.

Crystallization

Initial screening for crystallization conditions was
performed in 96-well sitting drop iQ plates (TTP
Labtech) by sitting-drop vapor diffusion method
using TTP Labtech’s Mosquito LCP
nanodispenser and commercially available
sparse-matrix crystal screens, SaltRx, JCSG-plus,
11
Morpheus, and MIDAS (Molecular Dimensions) at
22 and 4 �C. Within 24 hours, crystals appeared at
+22 �C in 0.2 M lithium citrate tribasic tetrahydrate,
35% (v/v) glycerol ethoxylate. They grew as poorly
diffracting strongly birefringent hexagonal
dipyramids. By optimizing the crystallization
conditions and using an additive screen from
Hampton Research, diffracting rod-shaped,
strongly birefringent crystals of 150 � 30 � 15 mm
were obtained within three days by mixing 200 nL
of protein (34 mg/ml) with 400 nL of reservoir
solution containing 0.15 M lithium citrate tribasic
tetrahydrate, 27.5% glycerol ethoxylate, 0.25% (w/
v) n-decyl-ß-D-maltopyranoside.
Data collection and processing

X-ray diffraction data for iodide derivatized
crystals was collected using the in-house
Microstar X8 Proteum Cu-rotating anode X-ray
generator (k = 1.54�A; 100 K) and processed with
the PROTEUM2 software (Bruker). High resolution
native diffraction data was collected on beamline
I24 (k = 0.97�A; 100 K) equipped with
PILATUS3 6 M detector (DECTRIS) at Diamond
Light Source (DLS), UK, and processed using
XDS.43
Structure determination

The structure was determined by SAD method
using an iodide derivative. Location of iodide atom
binding sites and phase calculations were
performed using PHENIX software suite (PHENIX-
1.12_2829) and AutoSol Wizard.44,45 The initial
model containing 118 residues was obtained using
AutoBuild.46 This model was used to determine a
higher-resolution structure by molecular replace-
ment using Phaser47 within the PHENIX suite. Iter-
ative rounds of model building and refinement were
carried out in COOT,48 phenix.refine49 and
REFMAC5.50. In the final rounds of refinement with
phenix.refine individual anisotropic B-factors were
used for the atoms excluding riding hydrogens.
Weak high-resolution data to 1.4�A were included
in the refinement as that improved the data to
parameter ratio as judged by the difference
between R and Rfree. The model geometry and the
quality of the final model were monitored using
MolProbity.51 Figures were prepared using PyMOL
(Schrödinger, LLC.). Data processing and refine-
ment details are given in Table 1.
Biophysical characterization

Protein concentration was determined by
measurement of absorbance at 280 nm using
molar extinction coefficients based on amino acid
composition (18450 M�1 cm�1, ERp27; 30495 M�1

cm�1, BiP; 25815 M�1 cm�1, pERp1; 18115 M�1

cm�1, IgA1 (G223-K335) and IgA1 (G223-T351)).
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Melting temperature

Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) was
performed using a 7500 Real Time PCR System
(Applied Biosystems). The buffer used was 50 mM
Sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. Purified
pERp1 (Asp23-Thr185) was mixed with SYPRO
Orange dye (ThermoFisher Scientific, 5000x stock
concentration) to final concentrations of 0.2 mg/ml
protein and 5 � SYPRO Orange and a volume of
25 ml. Data points for the melting curve were
recorded in 1 min intervals from 20 to 95C, with
increase of temperature by 1 �C/min. Analysis of
the data was done in GraphPad Prism 7 using
nonlinear regression analysis (Boltzmann sigmoid
equation) of normalized data.

Chaperone assay

The chaperone activity of pERp1 was studied by
thermal unfolding of citrate synthase (from porcine
heart, Sigma-Aldrich) detected by light-scattering
as described31 Briefly, ±1.5 mM pERp1 or 1.5 mM
ERp27 or 1.5 mM BiP plus 1 mM ATP (Alfa Aesar)
in 40 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, was equilibrated
in a quartz cuvette for 5 min at 43 �C in the ther-
mostatted cell holder of FluoroMax-4 spectrofluo-
rometer (Horiba). Citrate synthase was added to
0.15 mM and light-scattering at 500 nm was
recorded at 43 �C after 1 min of thermal equilibra-
tion. The trace amounts of buffer components orig-
inating from the protein preparations were tested
alone to confirm they have no stabilizing effects
on citrate synthase.

Binding studies

Biolayer interferometry (BLI) analysis was carried
out in an Octet Red 384 instrument (FortéBio Inc.).
The IgA variants were immobilized separately onto
AR2G biosensors (FortéBio Inc.) according to the
instructions from the manufacturer with
immobilization levels of 2–4 nm. Binding of pERp1
at 10 mM was measured at 30 �C, recording
association for 5 min and dissociation for 10 min.
No changes in signal for the association or
dissociation phases were detected compared to a
baseline.

Size exclusion and multi-angle light scattering

The protein solution of pERp1 (Asp23-Thr185,
20 mL, 5 mg/ml) or molecular weight standard
(6,500–66,000 Da, 20 ml, Sigma-Aldrich) was
injected onto a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL
column (GE Healthcare), connected to a
Shimadzu purification system, a Wyatt mini-
DAWN Treos SLS detector and a Shimadzu
refractive index (RI) detector. The data was
analyzed using Astra 7.3.2.19 software. The
molecular weights corresponding to individual
peaks were calculated based on the RI using
Zimm light scattering model.
12
Redox-active disulfide determination

Two independent methods were used to examine
if pERp1 (Asp23-Thr185) contained redox active
disulfides.
For gel-based analysis, 10 mM pERp1 was

incubated at RT for 15 min in the presence of
either 2 mM reduced glutathione (GSH)/0.5 mM
oxidized glutathione (GSSG) or 2 mM GSH or with
equivalent volume of buffer only as a control in
50 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4.
After incubation, each reaction was quenched with
50 mM N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) at RT for 15 min.
SDS-PAGE loading buffer with or without b-
mercaptoethanol was added, and the samples
were heated at +95 �C for 5 min prior to analysis
on an Any kD Mini-PROTEAN TGX Pre-cast gel
(Bio-Rad).
For mass spectrometric analysis 40 mM pERp1

was incubated at RT for 15 min in the presence of
either 2 mM GSH or 1 mM GSSG in 20 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7.4. After incubation, each
reaction was quenched with 20 mM NEM at RT for
15 min and then with 0.1% trifluoracetic acid. The
molecular weights of purified protein samples
were then measured by electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry combined with liquid
chromatography (LC-ESI-MS) using a Q Exactive
Plus Mass Spectrometer.
Data availability

Data supporting the findings of this manuscript
are available from the corresponding authors upon
request. Coordinates and structure factors have
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under
accession code 7AAH.
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